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ABSTRACT
Environment preservation has become a prominent issue a-
round the world. As traditional internal combustion engine
(ICE) vehicles have been major contributors of air pollution,
electric vehicles (EVs) are gaining popularity. However, due
to the limited electricity supply of battery pack, EVs need to
be charged frequently and each charge takes long time. This
may degrade travel efficiency and driver comfort. To address
this issue, this paper aims to minimize charging waiting time
through intelligently scheduling charging activities spatially
and temporally. A theoretical study has been conducted to
formulate the waiting time minimized charging scheduling
problem and derive a performance upper bound (i.e., the
theoretical lower bound of charging waiting time). Based on
the insights discovered from the theoretical analysis, a prac-
tical distributed scheme has been proposed. Extensive sim-
ulation results verify that the proposed design can achieve
a waiting time near the theoretical lower bound.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design—Distributed networks

General Terms
Theory, Design, Algorithms

Keywords
Electric vehicle, charging scheduling, delay minimization

1. INTRODUCTION
As environment preservation becomes a prominent issue

around the world, electric vehicles (EVs) are poised to gain
mass acceptance from the general public. Electric vehicles
offer many benefits over traditional ones, such as high energy
efficiency, low greenhouse gas emissions, potential to run
on locally produced renewable energy (e.g., wind and solar
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power) and so on. EVs are gaining popularity in market, for
not only short-distance commuting but also long-distance
journeys. It is forecasted that about 1.5 million EVs will be
in the US by 2015, and over 10 million by 2020 [7].

Many models of EVs (e.g., [8, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5]) have been
or will soon be released to the market. To cite a few, the
Hyundai BlueOn [4] is equipped with a battery pack that
offers a range of 140 km per charge and can be charged to
80% of the capacity in 25 minutes; the Nissan Leaf electric
car [5] runs up to 160 km per charge and takes 30 minutes
to charge 80% of the capacity of the battery pack. Even
though, EVs still need frequent charging and long charg-
ing time, compared to traditional internal combustion en-
gine (ICE) vehicles powered by gasoline. The long charging
time may further lead to long waiting at charging stations.
For travel efficiency and driver comfort, it is necessary to
intelligently schedule the electricity charging of EVs so as
to minimize waiting without disrupting the travel plans or
habits of the drivers.

Coexistence of EVs with the emerging smart grids has
been recently an attractive research topic. A considerable
amount of efforts have been made to develop standards, such
as [10, 9], for EV to smart grid communication (also known
as vehicle-to-grid (V2G)). In connection with these stan-
dards, a wide range of organizations are involved in devel-
oping wireless software and hardware solutions (e.g., Zigbee,
WiFi, WiMax, cellular networks, etc [10]) to support V2G.
With the support of these technologies, we propose a charg-
ing scheduling scheme with minimal waiting in this paper to
intelligently schedule the EV charging in a large-scale road
network by taking advantage of the interoperability between
EVs and charging stations.

Achieving minimal waiting time for EV charging does not
come in without challenges. Due to the mobile nature, EVs
could be very randomly distributed spatially and temporally.
The exact knowledge about the EVs may not be available,
and it may change over time and space. Hence, effectively
scheduling charging would be difficult, especially in a large-
scale range. Because of the potentially huge number of EVs
on road simultaneously and their wide distribution, collect-
ing the information from them to a central server which
directs the electricity charging of every EV is not practical.

To overcome the above difficulties, we first conduct a
theoretical study by modelling and analyzing the electric-
ity charging behaviors in a large-scale network of EVs and
charging stations. Particularly, a performance upper bound
(i.e., the lower bound of charging waiting time) has been
found by assuming the presence of a central server which



knows all information about the road system, the electricity
charging stations, and the EVs. Then, based on the insights
discovered from the theoretical study, an efficient, practical
and distributed scheme is designed.
To evaluate our proposed design, extensive simulations

have been conducted. The results show that the proposed
scheme can achieve an average waiting time that approxi-
mates its theoretical lower bound.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the system model and theoretical analysis. Sec-
tion 3 elaborates the proposed distributed charging schedul-
ing scheme, which is followed by the report of simulation
evaluation in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes related work.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the fu-
ture work.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND THEORETICAL
ANALYSIS

This section presents the system model, formulates the
problem to be studied as an optimization problem, and de-
rives a performance upper bound for solutions to the prob-
lem.

2.1 System Model
We consider a highway road system, where charging sta-

tions are deployed at some entrances/exits. At each en-
trance/exit, some EVs may enter or exit the road system. If
there is a charging station at the entrance/exit, some EVs
may be charged and then continue moving to their desti-
nations. All charging stations are connected via the Inter-
net and therefore can communicate with each other. They
are also equipped with wireless communication devices (e.g.,
WI-FI, 3G), which allow them to communicate with nearby
EVs that are also equipped with wireless devices. Hereafter,
we use charging station and station, EV and vehicle inter-
changeably.
Formally, the connected system of charging stations can

be represented as a graph G = 〈V,E〉, where V is the set
of stations, E is the set of communication paths connecting
stations. Each station v has cv charging outlets, each has
a charging capacity of r+v (Watts); that is, the outlet can
charge electricity to a vehicle at the rate of r+v (Watts). The
battery of each vehicle i has an electricity capacity of ei,max

(J) and it consumes electricity at a rate of r−i (J/meter).
We assume that the rate of charging demands of all vehi-

cles is lower than the overall rate of electricity charging such
that there exists a charging schedule with which no vehicle
needs to wait infinitely. In addition, the following assump-
tions are made to simplify theoretical analysis. Note that,
our proposed practical scheme will not be restricted by these
additional assumptions.

• For any pair of stations (s, d) ∈ V 2, the flow of vehicles
originating from s and destinating at d follows the Poisson
process with arrival rate λs,d. Each vehicle always takes
the shortest route between s and d, denoted as Rs,d.

• All stations have the same charging capacity; i.e., cv = c
and r+v = r+ for any v ∈ V , where c and r+ are constants.

• All vehicles have the same electricity capacity emax and
consumption rate r−. They all enter the road system
with full electricity emax , and are fully charged whenever
they are charged. Hence, the maximum distance that it

can travel after one charge (called maximum one-charge
travel distance hereafter) is denoted as dmax = emax/r

−.
• We only consider vehicles whose routes are longer the

maximum one-charge travel distance. Vehicles whose rou-
tes are shorter than the maximum one-charge travel dis-
tance need no charging and thereby will not affect the
system.

2.2 Problem Formulation
The problem we aim to solve is to find a charging schedul-

ing scheme that can minimize the average time period that
each vehicle has to wait for charge during its trip. Here, the
waiting time includes the time period that the vehicle waits
at a queue for a charging outlet to become available (called
queuing time) and the time period during which the vehicle
is being charged (called charging time).

To facilitate problem formulation, we introduce the fol-
lowing notations:

• Fs,d: the set of stations on the shortest route between
stations s and d such that each of the stations is not away
from s for longer than the maximum one-charge travel
distance. Here, we assume the shortest route is unique.

• Ω = {pvs,d | ∀(s, d) ∈ V 2, v ∈ Fs,d}: the formal repre-
sentation of a charging schedule. Specifically, pvs,d de-
notes the probability that a vehicle originating from s (or
charged at) station s and destinating at station d should
be charged at station v.

• λv, μv for any station v: the charging process at a sta-
tion v can be modelled as a multi-server queueing system
with expected arrival rate λv (i.e., the expected number
of vehicles arriving at station v for charging per time unit)
and expected service rate μv (i.e., the expected number
of vehicles that station v can charge per time unit).

• Λs,d: flow of vehicles that originate from or are charged
at station s, and are destinated at station d.

• Γs,v, γs,v: Γs,v denotes the flow of vehicles that originate
from or are charged at station s and pass station v, where
v is on the shortest routes between s and their destina-
tions. γs,v denotes the arrival rate of flow Γs,v.

The problem is formulated as follows.
Objective:

Find Ω to minimize W =
∑
v∈V

λvwv , (1)

where wv be the expected waiting time that a randomly
selected vehicle spends for charging at station v ∈ V .
s.t.,

pvs,d = 0, ∀(s, d) : d ∈ Fs,d (2)

∑
v∈Fs,d

pvs,d = 1, ∀(s, d) : d �∈ Fs,d (3)

λ′
s,d = λs,d +

∑
∀(s′,d):s∈Rs′,d

λ′
s′,d · pss′,d, ∀(s, d) ∈ V 2 (4)

γs,v =
∑

∀(s,d′):v∈Rs,d′

λ′
s,d′ · pvs,d′ , ∀(s, v) ∈ V 2 (5)

∑
v∈V

∑
s∈V

(γs,v · Es,v) =
∑
s∈V

∑
d∈V

Θ(λs,d,Ωs,d), (6)



λv =
∑
s∈V

γs,v , ∀v ∈ V (7)

μv =

⎡
⎣∑
s∈V

γs,v

λv
· Es,v

r+

⎤
⎦
−1

, ∀v ∈ V (8)

wv = Ψ(λv , μv , c), ∀v ∈ V (9)

0 ≤ ρv < 1, ∀v ∈ V (10)

0 ≤ pvs,d ≤ 1, ∀(s, d) ∈ V 2, v ∈ Fs,d (11)

Here, Eq. (2) and (3) express the constraints for each vehi-
cle. Eq. (2) indicates that a vehicle needs no more charging
if the farthest station that it can reach without additional
charging is farther than its destination station. Eq. (3) spec-
ifies that a vehicle has to choose a station in Fs,d to get
charged if it cannot reach its destination without additional
charging.
Since the given arrival rate λs,d only counts the vehicles

originating at s, we introduce an auxiliary arrival rate λ′
s,d

in Eq. (4), which is the arrival rate of all vehicles on flow Λs,d

(i.e., vehicles originating from or charged at s). The second
part of Eq. (4) computes the arrival rate of vehicles charged
at but not originating from s recursively, by summing up
the expected contribution of every other vehicle flow Λs′,d
that passes s. Particularly, the vehicles belonging to flow
Λs′,d have the probability pss′,d to merge into flow Λs,d. For
example, as shown in Fig. 1-(a), vehicle flows Λvi−1,d,Λvi,d

and Λvi+1,d all destinate at d and pass station s. Regarding
vehicle arrival rate, the contributions of these flows to Λs,d

are psvi−1,d
λ′
vi−1,d

, psvi,dλ
′
vi,d

and psvi+1,d
λ′
vi+1,d

, respectively.
Besides the vehicle flows from other stations, new vehicles
entering the road system (with arrival rate λs,d) immediately
become part of vehicle flow Λs,d.

s dvi

vi+1

vi-1

Λi,d

Λi+1,d λs,d
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...

Enter Exit
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Figure 1: Examples. (a) Formation of vehicle flow
Λs,d. (b) Charging flow Γs,v originating at station s
and feeding into station v

In Eq. (5), λv is computed by summing up the arrival
rates for all possible Γs,v. An example is shown in Fig. 1-(b),
where three vehicle flows, Λs,vi−1 ,Λs,vi and Λs,vi+1 , having
the same source s and also passing station v contribute to
charging flow Γs,v with vehicle rates pvs,vi−1

λ′
s,vi−1

, pvs,viλ
′
s,vi

and pvs,vi+1
λ′
s,vi+1

, respectively.
Besides the vehicle flow constraint (i.e., Eq. (4) and (5)),

electricity flow constraint in Eq. (6) also needs to be con-
sidered when the system is in steady state. Specifically, the
sum of the expected electricity charging requests serviced at
all stations should be equal to the sum of the expected elec-
tricity charging requests input to the network at all stations

(called network charging input). The expected electricity
charging requests at a station v is given by γs,v ·Es,v, where
the expected electricity demand Es,v made by a vehicle on
flow Γs,v to station s can be computed by

Es,v = emax − r− ·Ds,v , (12)

where Ds,v is the (shortest) road distance between s and v.
The expected electricity charging requests input at a sta-
tion s is determined by the flows of vehicles that originates
at s. For a flow of vehicles originating at s and destinating
at d, the corresponding charging input can be computed by
a function Θ(λs,d,Ωs,d), where Ωs,d is the charging sched-
ules for the flow of vehicles (with arrival rate λs,d), namely,
Ωs,d = {pvs′,d′ | ∀{s′, d′} ⊆ Rs,d, v ∈ Fs′,d′}. The reason that
the charging input is determined by charging schedules (i.e.,
Ω) is that different schedules may result in different residual
electricity when vehicles leave the road system, which cause
different charging requests. Thus, given λs,d and Ωs,d, the
function Θ computes the expected electricity charging re-
quests resulted from the corresponding flow of vehicles on
Rs,d.

Eq. (7) and (8) compute the expected arrival rate λv and
service rate μv, respectively. In Eq. (8), the expected ser-
vice time is computed by Es,v/r

+. In addition, the proba-
bility that a randomly selected vehicle at v belongs to Γs,v is
γs,v/λv, so the overall expected service time is

∑
s∈V [(γs,v/λv

)× (Es,v/r
+)], whose reciprocal is the expected service rate.

Since each flow Γs,v is independent of each other and has
a constant service time (Es,v/r

+), the overall service time
has a Poisson characteristic [13]. Thus, the charging station
can be modelled as M/M/c queuing system, and the waiting
time w for M/M/c queuing is a function of arrival rate λ,
service rate of each server μ and number of servers c, given
by

w = Ψ(λ, μ, c) =
rc · ρ

λc!(1− ρ)2 · ( crc

c!(c−r)
+

∑c−1
n=0

rn

n!
)
+

1

μ
, (13)

where r = λ/μ and ρ = r/c [13]. Note that ρ is server
utilization. By applying Eq. (13) to our system, we can
get Eq. (9) with rv = λv/μv and ρv = rv/c, respectively.
Finally, Eq. (10) ensures the system is steady (i.e., the queue
length will not increase infinitely).

2.3 Performance Upper Bound (Lower Bound
of Waiting Time)

The optimization problem defined above (called original
problem hereafter) is hard to solve efficiently. However, to
analyze the performance of our practical design, it is nec-
essary to find a performance upper bound for solutions to
the problem. In the following, we first relax the original
problem to a relaxed problem by eliminating the vehicle flow
constraints. Then, we analyze the relaxed problem and com-
pute a performance upper for solutions to the relaxed prob-
lem, which is consequently a performance upper bound for
solutions to the original problem.

2.3.1 Relaxed Problem
By eliminating the vehicle flow constraints (i.e., Eq. (4)

and (5)) of the original problem, the original problem can
be relaxed.

Lemma 1. The solution to the relaxed problem is an upper
bound of the solutions to the corresponding original problem.



This is obviously true as the relaxed problem has less con-
straints than the original problem. Note that since Eq. (5) is
eliminated in the relaxed problem, the set Υ = {γs,v | ∀(s, v) ∈
V 2} becomes unknown, which is independent of the set of
unknowns (i.e., Ω = {pvs,d | ∀(s, d) ∈ V 2, v ∈ Fs,d}) in the
original problem. Moreover, as only the electricity flow con-
straint (Eq. (6)) depends on Ω, we can rewrite it as follows.

∑
v∈V

∑
s∈V

(γs,v · Es,v) = φ, (14)

where φ ∈ Φ. Here, Φ is the set of all possible values given
by

∑
s∈V

∑
d∈V Θ(λs,d,Ωs,d) subjected to Eq. (2), (3), and

(11).

2.3.2 Upper Bound Analysis
By Eq. (9) and (13), we can know that λv ·wv is a function

of rv (i.e., λv/μv). Let Ψ
′(rv) = λv ·wv. Then, for any given

φ ∈ Φ, the relaxed problem can be rewritten as follows.
Objective:

Find Υ to minimize W =
∑
v∈V

Ψ′(rv), (15)

s.t.,

∑
v∈V

∑
s∈V

(γs,v · Es,v) = φ, (16)

rv =
λv

μv
=

∑
s∈V (γs,vEs,v)

r+
, (17)

Ψ′(rv) =
crc+1

v

c!(c− rv)2 · ( crcv
c!(c−rv)

+
∑c−1

n=0
rnv
n!

)
+ rv , (18)

0 ≤ rv/c < 1, ∀v ∈ V (19)

Assuming φ is given, we can apply Lagrange multipliers to
the above problem and get the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For a given network charging input, the ob-

jective function of the relaxed problem is minimized if the
utilizations of all stations are equal. Namely, given a φ ∈ Φ,
W is minimized, if rv = φ/(|V | · r+) and 0 ≤ rv/c < 1,
∀v ∈ V .
Furthermore, if all vehicles carry full electricity when they

enter the road system and drain all electricity when exit, we
can derive the minimum value φmin in Φ by

φmin =
∑

(s,d)∈V 2

λs,d

[
r− ·Ds,d − emax

]
. (20)

Since Ψ′(rv) is monotonically increasing with respect to

rv and φ ≥ φmin, Ψ
′( φ

|V |·r+ ) ≥ Ψ′( φmin
|V |·r+ ). Then, by Lemma

1 and Lemma 2, we can get a performance upper bound of
the original problem as follows.

Theorem 1. A performance upper bound of the solutions
to the original problem (lower bound of charging waiting
time) is given by

W ≥ |V | ·Ψ′(
φmin

|V | · r+ ), (21)

if

0 ≤ φmin

|V | · c · r+ < 1, (22)

which is the expected minimal network utilization.

3. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Due to the potentially huge number of highly mobile EVs,

it is not practical to schedule charging in a centralized man-
ner. Hence, we propose a distributed scheme based on local
optimization.

3.1 Overview
Our design is motivated by the following observation ob-

tained from the above theoretical analysis: the overall wait-
ing time is minimized if charging demands of all charging
stations are balanced (Lemma 2 ). In practice, however, it is
costly or even impossible to achieve the uniform distribution
in the whole system. Hence, we take a practical, distributed
approach of balancing the distribution of charging demands
locally in every small portions of the system so as to approx-
imate the system-wide balanced distribution.

The basic idea is as follows. Periodically, each EV makes
a reservation at a certain station for its next charging, or
adjusts its prior reservation (note: the reservations are dy-
namically changeable), such that the charging schedule can
result in the minimum waiting time for the EV based on
the current knowledge. Meanwhile, based on the reserva-
tion information of EVs and the status information from
other stations, each station periodically refines its estima-
tion of the current and future charging waiting time at its
own station and other stations, such that it can help EVs to
select the best stations for their next charging to minimize
their waiting time.

3.2 Protocol for Charging Scheduling
Consider an EV, which destinates at station d, was most

recently charged at station s, and currently runs near sta-
tion u. The vehicle interacts with station u directly and
stations along the shortest route from u to d (denoted as
Ru,d) indirectly, to determine the station where it should be
charged next such that its overall waiting time can be min-
imized based on the currently information of the stations.
More specifically, the protocol runs as follows.

• Requested by the EV, station u sends a reservation re-
quest packet (RREQ) to the next station on the route.
The RREQ contains the following fields: (1) id of the vehi-
cle, (2) current timestamp (t), (3) average speed (ν) of the
vehicle, (4) maximum capacity of the battery pack (emax),
(5) electricity consumption rate (r−) of the vehicle, (6) the
station (s) where the vehicle was most recently charged,
(7) the route (Ru,d) towards station d, (8) the minimum
waiting that has been found so far denoted as wmin, and
(9) the station vmin that should be selected for charging
next in order to achieve wmin. Initially, wmin = ∞ and
vmin = NULL.

• Upon receiving a RREQ, station v ∈ Fu,d \ {u} com-
putes the minimal waiting time wmin that the vehicle can
achieve if v is chosen as the next station to charge. This is
done by calling a dynamic programming-based, recursive
algorithm MinWaitingTime(Rv,d, t+Du,v/ν, s), where
Du,v represents the distance between u and v. In the
algorithm (as presented in Alg. 1), the waiting time at
station v is firstly computed by calling algorithm Get-
WaitingTime with given arrival time and electricity re-
quest, which will be presented in detail in Alg. 4 and ex-
plained later. Secondly, each possible option for the next
charging station, which is in Fv,d, is considered. For each
option, the consequent waiting time is computed by call
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Figure 2: Charging reservation. Station v0 launches
a reservation request on behalf of vehicle A at time
t. The RREQ goes through stations v1, v2, v3 until
the farthest station v4. Each of these stations esti-
mates the minimum waiting time of vehicle A if it
is chosen as the next charging station. In this ex-
ample, v3 has the smallest minimum waiting time
and thereby v3 is reserved. Then, to notify v3 and
vehicle A of this new reservation as well as cancel
previous reservation, v4 sends a RACK along the re-
verse route. Later, when vehicle A runs near v1, the
reservation result will be informed.

the MinWaitingTime algorithm, and the minimum wait-
ing time is returned. The returned minimum waiting time
is compared to wmin. If it is smaller than wmin, wmin is
replaced by this new waiting time and vmin is replaced
by v, and the corresponding fields in RREQ are updated.
Finally, if v is not the farthest station in Fu,d, the RREQ
is forwarded to next station on the path towards station
d.

Algorithm 1 MinWaitingTime(Rv,d, av, s)

1: if destination d ∈ Fs,d then
2: return 0 \∗ return if d is reachable without charging∗\
3: end if
4: \* compute the waiting time at station v *\

wv = GetWaitingTime(v, av , Ds,v · r−)
5: \* wv

min will record the minimum waiting time if v is selected
for next charging *\
wv

min = ∞
6: for all stations v′ ∈ Fv,d \ {v} do
7: \* av′ : time to arrive v′ *\

av′ = av + wv +Dv,v′/ν
8: w′

min = wv+ MinWaitingTime(Rv′,d, av′ , v)
9: if w′

min < wv
min then

10: wv
min = w′

min
11: end if
12: end for
13: return wv

min

• The above process continues until the RREQ reaches the
farthest station in Fu,d, where station vmin is chosen as
the charging station to reserve for that vehicle. Particu-
larly, this farthest station generates a reservation acknowl-
edgement packet (RACK), which is forwarded along the
reverse route back to vmin, and then to the station next
to u. An example is shown in Fig. 2.

• During the forwarding of RACK, a station that was re-
served previously by the vehicle removes the reservation.
Station vmin makes a record of the reservation as follows:

〈vid, sid = u, a = avmin , e = evmin〉,
where vid and sid are the ids of the vehicle and station
u (called source station of the reservation), respectively.
a is the estimated time that the vehicle arrives at vmin,
and e is the amount of electricity that should be charged
when it arrives.

• RACK is forwarded back along the reverse route until it
reaches the station next to u, where RACK is buffered.
Later, when the vehicle runs near that station, the reser-
vation result will be informed.

• When a vehicle arrives at a station which has its reser-
vation, the vehicle is charged there. After charging, the
corresponding reservation record is removed.

As we can see from the above description, the success of
finding a minimal waiting schedule relies on the accurate
estimation of the waiting time at each individual charging
station (i.e., GetWaitingTime in Alg. 4). In the following
subsections, we elaborate how each station estimates the
waiting time in the presence of dynamic changes of charging
reservations, and how stations exchange their waiting time
information with each other.

3.3 Waiting Time Estimation at a Station
For a station to estimate the waiting time for a future mo-

ment, it needs to know the following information regarding
that future moment: (1) how many EVs are being charged,
(2) how long each of the charged EVs still need to be charged,
(3) how many other EVs are waiting to be charged, and (4)
how much electricity is needed to charge each of these wait-
ing EVs. To find out these information, the station can
only rely on the charging reservations that have been made
with it. Particularly, if all current reservations are assumed
to be carried out without cancellation or modification, the
QueuingTimeSim algorithm (presented at Alg. 2), which
simulate the charging behaviors of the station, can be used
to estimate the queuing time of a vehicle which arrives at
some future time a.

Algorithm 2 QueuingTimeSim(a)

Data Structure:
A FIFO queue of reservations {(vidi, ∗, ai, ei)|i = 0, · · · , n −
1; ai < a}, where reservations are sorted according to the as-
cending order of EV arrival time ai
A. At time ai (i = 0, · · · , n− 1):

1: if reservation (vidi, ∗, ai, ei) is at the head of the queue and
there is an idle charging outlet then

2: dequeue the reservation
3: use an idle outlet to charge vehicle vidi for ei/r

+, where
r+ is the charging rate of the outlet

4: end if

B. When finishing charging an EV:

1: if the queue is empty (i.e., all charging requests submitted
before a have been serviced) then

2: if a ≥ “current time” then
3: output “0”; end \* There is an available outlet *\
4: else
5: output “current time - a”; end \* Need to wait *\
6: end if
7: else
8: dequeue (vidi, ∗, ai, ei) from the head of the queue and

charge EV vidi for ei/r
+

9: end if

Unfortunately, reservations may be changed (i.e., can-
celled or modified) and thus cannot be used directly as in the
QueuingTimeSim algorithm. To address this problem, we
propose a method to estimate the probability in which each
reservation will be really carried out (called success proba-
bility of the reservation hereafter), and use the reservation
information according to its success probability. The success
probability is estimated based on the following ideas:



• When a reservation is made, the stability (i.e., the chance
that it will not be changed or cancelled) is firstly esti-
mated through comparing the waiting time caused by this
reservation with the waiting time caused by other optional
reservations. The larger is the difference, the higher is the
stability.

• Furthermore, the historical data is used to model the map-
ping between the stability of reservations and the success
probabilities. With the mapping, the success probabil-
ity of a reservation can then be quantified based on both
stability and the mapping between stability and success
probability.

Detailed design based on the above basic ideas is as follows.

3.3.1 Reservation Stability
To quantify the stability of a reservation, we define a sta-

bility weight (denoted as δi) to associate with each reserva-
tion (vidi, sidi, ai, ei) made at station vmin. Specifically, as-
suming the RREQ associated with reservation (vidi, sidi=u,
ai, ei) is launched by station u on behalf of vehicle vid which
was charged most recently at station s, when the vehicle
reaches station u and destinates at station d, the stability
weight of the reservation is calculated by the farthest station
on route Fs,d as follows:

δi =
∏

∀v∈Fs,d\({u and its precursors in Fs,d}∪{vmin})
δv , (23)

where δv is defined as

δv =

⎧⎨
⎩

1− exp
(
−wv

min−wmin

av−t

)
, if v a precursor of vmin

1− exp
(
−wv

min−wmin

avmin
−t

)
, otherwise.

(24)

Here, wv
min is the minimal waiting time if v is reserved for

next charging, av is the arrival time of the vehicle at v, wmin

is the waiting time if vmin is reserved for next charging,
avmin is the arrival time of the vehicle at vmin, and t is
the time when the reservation request is issued. Intuitively,
δv can be viewed as the probability that station v cannot
achieve a smaller waiting time than wmin before the vehicle
arrives at v, i.e., the chance that the current reservation at
vmin will not be changed due to v.
The rationales behind the above definition of stability

weight are as follows. On one hand, if the waiting time
difference (i.e., wv

min − wmin > 0) is large, then δv is large,
indicating a small chance that station v can change the reser-
vation within a given time duration (i.e., av−t or avmin −t).
On the other hand, if the time duration allowed for station
v to make changes (i.e., av − t or avmin − t) is long, then δv
is small, indicating a large chance that station v can change
the reservation. Since 0 < δv < 1, we treat δv as a probabil-
ity and compute the overall weight δi by taking the product
of δv for all possible v. Correspondingly, δi is an overall
estimation of the potential impact of other stations on the
reservation.
Fig. 2 shows an example, where station v0 (i.e., u = v0)

launch reservation request on behalf of vehicle A at time
t. Let ai and wi be the arrival time and minimal waiting
time at station vi, respectively, for i = 1, · · · , 4. The min-
imal waiting time of the reserved station v3 is the smallest
(i.e., wmin = w3 and avmin = a3) and thereby v3 is re-
served. Hence, the stability of this reservation (recorded at
v3) is computed by (1−exp(−w1−w3

a1−t
))(1−exp(−w2−w3

a2−t
))(1−

exp(−w4−w3
a3−t

)).

3.3.2 Historical Records of Past Reservations
Each station v keeps historical records of successful and

failed reservations that have been made with it in the past.
Particularly, it maintains a FIFO queue of past reservations
Hu

v = {(ti, δi, xi)|i = 0, · · · , n − 1} for each reservation
source station u. Here, each 3-tuple (ti, δi, xi) is a record of
past reservation, where ti is the time when the reservation
is made, δi is the stability of the reservation, and xi = 1 if
it is a successful reservation while xi = 0 if it is a failed one.
Reservations with the same source station (u) are consid-
ered together due to the reason that vehicles corresponding
to these reservations are expected to travel the same path
leading to the reserved station and therefore potentially have
similar characteristics.

To save storage space, the size of each Hu
v is regulated by

two parameters: time window π and size window ω. When
a new entry (t, δ, x) is added, Hu

v is purged until no entry
is earlier than t− π or the size of Hu

v is smaller than ω. In
this paper, π = 1 hour and ω = 100 by default.

3.3.3 Quantifying Reservation Success Probability
With the reservation history Hu

v , we define a function
Pu(δ) to quantify the reservation success probability for any
given pending reservation R, whose source station and sta-
bility are u and δ, respectively. Briefly, we first quantify
reservation success probability of R (denoted by pi) based
on each reservation i in Hu

v . Then, to summarize proba-
bility estimations based on individual reservations, Pu(δ) is
computed by moving averaging pi of all reservations in Hu

v

according to their temporal order.
Regrading an individual reservation (ti, δi, xi) ∈ Hu

v , the
success probability pi for R is computed as follows.

• when xi = 1, there exist two cases: if δ ≥ δi, pi = 1 be-
cause it is very likely that reservation R will be successful
based on the observation that a past reservation succeeded
with a lower stability; otherwise, pi =

δ−0
δi−0

= δ
δi

because

it is not certain whether reservation R will fail or suc-
ceed based on the observation that a past reservation i
succeeded with a higher stability.

• Similarly, when xi = 0, there also exist two cases: if δ ≤
δi, pi = 0; otherwise, pi =

δ−δi
1−δi

.

The table below shows an example, where δ = 0.5 for the
given reservation R.

Reservation i in Hu
v (δi, xi, ∗) pi

1 (0.7, 0, ∗) 0

2 (0.4, 0, ∗) 0.5−0.4
1−0.4

= 1
6

3 (0.6, 1, ∗) 0.5−0
0.6−0

= 5
6

4 (0.3, 1, ∗) 1

Then, the success probabilities computed based on indi-
vidual reservations (i.e., pi for i = 0, · · · , n − 1, where n is
the number of reservations in Hu

v ) are synthesized through
exponential moving average. Particularly, let Pi be the reser-
vation success probability by synthesizing the first i reser-
vations. Pi is computed by

Pi = αi · pi + (1− αi) · Pi−1, (25)

where P0 = p0 and αi is the smoothing factor between 0 and
1, defined as

αi = 1− exp

(
− ti − ti−1

tn−1 − t0

)
. (26)



Here, tn−1 − t0 is the total time span covered by Hu
v while

ti − ti−1 is the time difference between two sequential reser-
vations. With moving averaging, the impact of time elapsing
is considered by giving a bigger weight to recent reservations
while a smaller weight to older ones. Finally, the reservation
success probability of R is quantified as Pu(δ) = Pn−1.

3.3.4 Summary
To estimate the waiting time for a future moment, we ex-

tend the QueuingTimeSim algorithm (i.e., Alg 2) by con-
sidering reservation success probability when constructing
the data structure (i.e., a FIFO queue of reservations). The
extended algorithm, called QueuingTimeSim*, is presented
in Alg. 3.

Algorithm 3 QueuingTimeSim*(a)

Data Structure:
A FIFO queue of reservations {(vidi, ∗, ai, ei)|i = 0, · · · , n −
1; ai < a}, where reservations are sorted according to the as-
cending order of EV arrival time ai
\* Initialization (construction of the queue) *\
1: the queue is initially empty
2: for all vehicle vidi that is being charged or waiting to be

charged do
3: insert (vidi, ∗, ai, ei) into the queue
4: end for
5: for all vehicle vidi that has a pending reservation with source

station ui and stability δi do
6: insert (vidi, ∗, ai, Pui (δi) · ei) into the queue
7: end for

A. the same as the A of QueuingTimeSim
B. the same as the B of QueuingTimeSim

3.4 Exchanging Waiting Time Information
To exchange the charging waiting time information with

other stations, each station periodically floods a waiting time
status packet (WSTA) via the Internet, containing its es-
timated queuing time at a certain number of future time
points. That is, WSTA= {wai |ai = a0, · · · , an−1}, where
wai = QueuingTimeSim*(ai).
As WSTA is propagated farther away from its source sta-

tion, more and more waiting time information contained in
the packet becomes obsolete. Consider station u receives a
WSTA generated by station v at time t. Suppose the max-
imum speed of a vehicle is νmax. Then, the waiting time
information {wai |ai < t+Du,v/νmax} becomes obsolete for
station u and it successive receivers, because no vehicle origi-
nating at u in the future can reach v before these time points.
To save bandwidth, the size of WSTA can be shortened by
removing the obsolete information. Consequently, the flood-
ing process of WSTA can eventually terminate.

3.5 Getting Waiting Time at Any Station
Having the reservation information and also the waiting

time information of other stations, a station u can esti-
mate the waiting time of any vehicle at any station v by
running the GetWaitingTime algorithm (as presented in
Alg. 4). Here, a and e are vehicle arrival time and electricity
to charge at station v, respectively.
In Alg. 4, two cases are considered. One is that station

u, which is running GetWaitingTime, wants to compute
its own waiting time (line 1). In this case, the Queuing-
TimeSim* algorithm is used. The other is that station u
wants to know the waiting time of some other station v 
= u.

In this case, if the arrival time a is later than all estimation
time points provided by v, then latest estimation is used
(line 6); otherwise, two bounding time points can be found
and their mean is used (line 8). In addition, it is possible
that station u does not have the waiting time status of v
as they are too far away from each other. In some case, the
information of the station that is closest to v is used instead,
as shown in line 11-12.

Algorithm 4 GetWaitingTime(v, a, e) \*called by station u*\
1: if v = u then
2: return QueuingTimeSim*(a)+e/r+u
3: else
4: if u has the waiting time information of v then
5: if a is later than the latest estimation time point an−1

of v then
6: return wan−1 + e/r+v
7: else

8: return
wai

+wai+1

2
+ e/r+v , where ai < a ≤ ai+1

9: end if
10: else
11: find a station v′ closest to v such that u has the waiting

time information of v′
12: GetWaitingTime(v′, a, e)
13: end if
14: end if

4. SIMULATION
To evaluate our proposed system in a large-scale network,

we develop a discrete-event simulator, based on which exten-
sive simulations have been conducted in a 300km × 300km
grid road network with 100 stations randomly deployed at
road entrances/exits. At each entrance, vehicles are ran-
domly generated following the Poisson process. Each gener-
ated vehicle randomly selects a destination exit and moves
along the shortest path between them. The traffic pattern of
each route randomly falls into one of three categories: low-
traffic, moderate-traffic and high-traffic, where the average
vehicle arrival rates are λ/2, λ and 2λ, respectively. In addi-
tion, vehicle speed is modelled as Normal distribution with
the mean 30 m/s and the variance 2 m/s. To focus on our
proposed design, the vehicles that need no additional charge
to reach their destinations are ignored.

Furthermore, each vehicle follows the charging specifica-
tion (electricity capacity emax, range dmax) of one of the fol-
lowing five types of EVs: Wheego Whip (30 kWh, 161 km)
[8], Coda Automotive (33.8 kWh, 193 km) [2], Ford Focus
BEV (23 kWh, 160 km) [3], Hyundai BlueOn (16.4 kWh,
140 km) [4] and Renault Fluence Z.E. (22 kWh, 160 km) [6].
Since the capability of an EV is typically specified by its
electricity capacity and range, we model the electricity con-
sumption in our simulation as emax · dtravel/dmax, where
dtravel is the distance travelled from the last station where
the vehicle was charged, and vehicle electricity status is up-
dated every second. For each charging station, four charging
outlets are installed and each charging outlet uses the rate
of 44 kW (i.e., IEC 62196 [11], an international standard for
electrical connectors and charging modes) by default.

As the major purpose of our simulation is to study the
impact of the size of charging input on the charging waiting
time, we show the simulation results as the relations between
the charging waiting time and the normalized charging in-
put (not λ). Specifically, the normalized charging input is



the expected minimal network utilization given by Eq (22).
Namely,

φmin

|V | · c · r+ .

To ensure a steady system for data collection, the normalized
charging input should be smaller than 1.
Unless otherwise specified, our simulation uses the settings

shown in the table below.

Charging rate 44 kW Charging input 0.5
Arrival distribution Poisson Average speed 30 m/s

To better evaluate our distributed charging scheduling
(D-ECS), we implement two other schemes: the farthest
charging scheduling (F-ECS) scheme and the greedy charg-
ing scheduling (G-ECS) scheme. In F-ECS, vehicles are al-
ways charged at the farthest station that they can reach
before the next charging. In G-ECS, each station maintains
the charging status information of other station by using
the protocol proposed in Section 3.4 (but no reservation is
made). Whenever a vehicle reaches a station, the normalized
waiting time for charging at following stations (i.e., wv/Ds,v

for all v ∈ Fs,d where s is the most recent station that the
vehicle was charged) is computed, and the station with the
minimal normalized waiting time is chosen. A vehicle is
charged when its currently chosen station has been reached.
Besides, the performance of D-ECS is also compared with
the performance upper bound (i.e., the lower bound of the
waiting time) by using Eq. (21), which is called O-ECS in
our simulation.
In the simulation, two major metrics are studied:

• Average waiting time (s/km): the waiting time (including
both queuing and charging time) of all vehicles divided by
their total travel distances.

• Charging frequency (#/100km): the total times that all
vehicles are charged divided by their total travel distances.

Data collection starts after the simulated system becomes
steady. In each run of simulation, 100,000 vehicles are sam-
pled.
In the following, to compute and compare with the perfor-

mance of O-ECS, we first let the charging rate and number
of outlets of all stations be the same. Then, we random-
ize the charging rate and number of outlets to give more
detailed comparison among the other three schemes (i.e.,
F-ECS, G-ECS and D-ECS).

4.1 Impact of Charging Rate
Firstly, we measure the performance of different schemes

by varying charging rate, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The lowest
rate (i.e., 26 kW) corresponds to the IEC 62196 standard [11]
while the highest rate (i.e., 62 kW) is based on a quick
charging method developed by CHAdeMO association [1].
In general, the waiting time decreases as the charging rate
increases. Particularly, the waiting time of our proposed D-
ECS is very close to that of O-ECS. The reason is as follows.
When the charging rate is low, almost all stations are oc-
cupied. In this case, the D-ECS can balance the charging
input over different stations, yielding the same effect as O-
ECS. When the charging rate is high, vehicles can be quickly
charged, resulting in very short waiting time. Thus, the dif-
ference between O-ECS and D-ECS is not obvious. Besides,
since the vehicles that use F-ECS always choose the farthest
station to charge, the farthest stations on some high-traffic

routes may be very crowded, leading to very long waiting
time.

To study the actual queuing time of different schemes, we
also plot the average base waiting time (called base) that
vehicles have to spend in charging (i.e., the time spent in
charging only, excluding queuing time, which is estimated
as φmin/r

+). Take the charging rate 44 kW (i.e., IEC
62196 [11]) for example. The base waiting time is 5.02 s.
The difference between the base and other schemes is as fol-
lows: 33.26 s for F-ECS, 6.84 s for G-ECS, 2.64 s for D-ECS,
which correspond their respective average queuing time. As
we can see that the waiting time reduction of D-ECS against
F-ECS and G-ECS are about 92% and 56%, respectively,
which is significant.
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Figure 3: Impact of charging rate

As for charging frequency, F-ECS does not show any change
since on a specific route the vehicles of the same type always
choose the same set of stations to charge. Although F-ECS
can achieve a slightly lower charging frequency, its waiting
time is much longer than the other schemes. For G-ECS,
the charging frequency increases as the charging rate goes
up. This is because G-ECS does not take the whole route
into consideration. It is likely that a vehicle conducts many
times of charging in order to minimize the waiting time on
each segment of the route. This could occur more often
when charging rate is large, since in such case the probabil-
ity that a station has zero waiting time is high. For D-ECS,
the charging frequency is high at low charging rate. This is
because when the charging rate is low, some charging sta-
tions may become heavily loaded. In this case, D-ECS can
balance the charging workload over more stations to shorten
the overall waiting time. As a side-effect, vehicles need to
be charged at more stations.

4.2 Impact of Network Charging Input
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Figure 4: Impact of charging input

Fig. 4 shows the performance of different schemes as the
charging input varies. In general, D-ECS outperforms F-



ECS and G-ECS, and has the performance closest to O-ECS.
Note that the trend illustrated in Fig. 4 is exactly the reserve
of that in Fig. 3. This is because decreasing charging rate
while fixing charging input is equivalent to increasing charg-
ing input while fixing charging rate, in terms of network
utilization defined by Eq. (22). And the network utiliza-
tion solely determines the overall waiting time, as shown in
Eq. (21). Therefore, the same arguments hold for the results
in Fig. 4. Moreover, we can see that the delay is relatively
large when the charging input is high. To address this issue,
more charging outlets can be deployed to achieve desired
performance.

4.3 Heterogeneity of Charging Stations
In order to compute and thereby compare with the per-

formance of O-ECS, the charging rate and the number of
outlets of all stations are the same in our simulation so far.
In the following, we randomize the setting of each station
by randomly choosing a charging rate between 26 kW and
62 kW and the number of outlets between 2 and 6. As illus-
trated in Fig. 5, D-ECS outperforms F-ECS and G-ECS. For
example, when the network input is 0.5, the waiting time re-
duction of D-ECS against F-ECS and G-ECS are about 87%
and 58%, respectively.
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Figure 5: Heterogeneity of charging stations

4.4 Vehicle Queue Length
Fig. 6 shows the histogram of vehicle queue length (i.e.,

the number of vehicles being charged or waiting to be charged
at a station) of all stations in the network, which is a snap-
shot of the status of all stations at the end of the simulation.
In the figure, we can see that when D-ECS is used, about
48% of stations have zero vehicle and no station has a queue
length greater than 9. In contrast, when F-ECS or G-ECS
is used, there are some stations with a queue length longer
than 10, which are the major contributors to long waiting
time.
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Figure 6: Vehicle queue length at different stations

4.5 Standard Deviation of Waiting Time on
Different Routes

To evaluate the waiting time variance among different in-
dividual vehicles, the standard deviation of the average wait-
ing time of the vehicles on different routes has been measured
and the corresponding histogram is plotted in Fig. 7. From
the results, we can see that when D-ECS is used, about 85%
of all routes (i.e., about 2734 routes are counted in the simu-
lation) have the standard deviation of average waiting time
between 0 and 2 seconds (represented by the corresponding
midpoint 1 second in the figure), and no route has a stan-
dard deviation greater than 6 seconds. In addition, G-ECS
outperforms F-ECS, which results in the standard deviation
greater than 22 seconds on as many as 28.3% of all routes.
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Figure 7: Standard deviation of average waiting
time on different routes

4.6 Communication and Computation Over-
head of D-ECS

Finally, we evaluate the communication and computation
overheads of our proposed D-ECS by varying charging in-
puts. The communication overhead is measured as the av-
erage bandwidth consumption (Kb/s) of all stations by con-
sidering all control packets (i.e., RREQ, RACK andWSTA).
The computation overhead is measured as the average num-
ber of executions of a statement in the most inner loops of
Alg. 1 and Alg. 3 in one time unit (#/s) for all stations.
Note that, these statements are the most basic operations
in the scheme and thereby best reflect the computational
cost. The results, including the average and the maximal
per-station overheads, are shown in Fig. 8. As we can see,
both the average and the maximum cost are very small.
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Figure 8: Communication and computation over-
head

5. RELATED WORK
Recently, a number of studies have been undertaken re-

garding EV charging. Most of them target at saving charg-



ing cost by avoiding charging during the peak hours and
making full use of the overnight demand valley. Two de-
centralized control strategies [17, 15] are proposed for EV
charging by establishing a charging schedule that fills the
overnight demand valley. In [12], a prediction-based charg-
ing scheme is presented to achieve low charging cost by dy-
namically predicting the market prices during the charging
period and determining the appropriate time to charge. For
Home Energy control, smart energy control strategies are
proposed in [18] based on quadratic programming for EV
charging, aiming to minimize the peak load and flatten the
overall load profile. Taking electricity grid constraints into
account, a novel method of planning the EV charging is pre-
sented in [20] to reduce the overloading in the electricity grid.
In [19], an EV charging scheduling scheme is designed to
optimize power network performance by minimizing power
generation cost and power loss. In [14], three EV charg-
ing strategies, known as Dumb Charge, Smart Charge and
Vehicle To Grid (V2G), are discussed, and it is found that
Smart Charge is necessary to prevent large peak demand on
the grid by moving EV charging to more favorable hours of
energy availability and transmission grid availability.
Different from those work, our work focuses on improv-

ing the driving comfort, rather than cost, by reducing the
waiting time for charging in a large-scale road network. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work targeting
on this issue. Moreover, different approaches are taken in
our work. Particularly, our proposed charging scheduling
attempts to optimize charging performance temporally and
spatially; stations are networked and collaborated for charg-
ing scheduling; and the route information has been taken
into account for performance optimization as well.
In addition, a reservation-based scheduling scheme [16]

has been proposed for charging station to decide the service
order of multiple charging requests, aiming to improve the
satisfiability of electric vehicles. Upon receiving a charging
request, the charging station decides the charging order by
a rank function and then replies to all requesters with the
waiting time and charge cost it can guarantee. Each re-
quester can decide whether to charge at that station or try
another station. Unlike this work, our work considers the
large-scale road network, where all charging stations collab-
orate to minimize the charging waiting time. Moreover, our
proposed protocol does not need the intervention of drivers
and therefore can provide better driving comfort.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper aims to minimize the waiting time for EV

charging in a large-scale road network. A theoretical study
has been conducted to formulate and analyze the problem.
Inspired by the insight discovered from theoretical analy-
sis, a distributed scheduling protocol has been proposed for
minimizing waiting time in practice. The simulation results
show that the proposed design can achieve a performance
close to the performance upper bound in various scenarios.
In the future, we plan to extend our work in several direc-

tions through studying the problems such as (1) how to de-
ploy charging stations and allocate charging outlets to save
electricity and lower charging cost, and (2) how to navigate
EVs for minimal waiting time and travel time.
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